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Soccer Spirit doesn’t lapse at Menominee
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The Timberlane competition got underway on Friday, and the guys who
were playing soccer made their way out to the opposing camp. We sat
down with our opposition and agreed to a few rules and regulations that
the game would require, and then we were ready to start.
NOAH KROSNICK, TAYLOR BEAUSINGER, ANDREW BLECHMAN,
DYLAN FRIEDMAN, ADAM SAGERMAN, JAKE CZUPEK, ETHAN
WAGMAN and JACK MORAN started a heated soccer game. With the
home turf advantage and their use of substitutions, Timberlane used
ZACH HOTT and coach WILL MULHERN prepare for
their position to control the game. An early goal by them was declared
Timberlane
offside by the referee, but they were soon piling on the pressure. Despite some hard-fought defensive work,
the score was very soon 2-0 to Timberlane. Not letting the score get to him, ANDREW rallied the team on
with his fantastic save against the home team. The team’s spirits were lifted further when some skillful and
vital plays by NATE FRIEFIELD, TOMMY BLASBURG, JARED LEVINE, MAX COHEN and CHARLIE KANTER
pushed the team’s determination further . With the team now reunited, and spirits being higher than ever,
Menominee fought back hard and the score was soon 2-1. Kudos goes out to CHARLIE and DYLAN, who
constantly pushed at the Timberlane defense, causing them to make countless errors. For a while, the Green
and Whites were looking to pull off an amazing comeback and it seemed like nothing could diminish their
game. ANDREW once again made another shocking save, which had continued the high level of enthusiasm
and perseverance throughout the match. However, unfortunately the train came to a halt, and Timberlane
clawed a goal in to bring the score to 3-1. It was unexpected but the guys learned a lot from the match. Who
would have thought ANDREW was a world class goalkeeper! I’m sure we can get them next time with our full
squad line up. A great game all-round. Lucky Canteen no. 34
By CONOR MURPHY

Menominee Aim High For The Basket
The 16 and under Menominee basketball squad took to the ‘court’ at Timberlane, pumped up and ready to make a
statement. After the first couple of possessions, we knew that it was time to ball.
ETHAN WEISS put the team on his back and scored twelve straight points to give the green and whites a big
starting lead. ROSS FISHER was also a very valuable player, with his vital and important minutes off the bench to
keep Menominee in the game. JUSTIN SCHOENEMAN and REID KANTER were hogs in the pressured zone
defense. JOSH KRAVITZ and NOAH LAZARUS were amazing at pounding the boards, and CHARLIE KANTER
alongside MAX COHEN showed great hustle throughout the duration of the game. We were ahead of Timberlane
for the whole game. However, in the final thirty seconds, a few balls didn't bounce our way. The result was that
Timberlane won a heartbreaking buzzer-beater.
Although we lost, I could not be more proud of our team’s efforts, and I’m very excited for our team to compete
some more this summer with other camps in the area.
By JONAH WEISS
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Hitting on Away Grounds
It was on a trip to Timberlane that the softball pitch lit
up with action when the Menominee boys came to visit. The
sun was out and the boys were ready to claim victory once
again. Team Green and White persevered to the
Timberlane diamonds with their high-spirited chants and
an important pre-match team-talk.

JACK BEHAR fends away the Timberlane softball hitters

Timberlane Soccer Woes
It was a blistering hot day, and a match was
about to be underway on the Menominee soccer
pitch for the under 12’s. The Timberlane team
stepped off the bus eager and ready to play and
a cracker of a match followed. As the first half
got underway, the Menominee Indians advanced
in spectacular fashion. JAMES POPLAWSKI and
BECKETT NELSON displayed excellent ball
control, and made some key plays in the match.
Taking Timberlane by surprise, ALEX FORMAN
scored two stunning goals, getting the
Menominee family ahead 2-0 as the first half
came to a close. However, even though the
Green and Whites were ahead at this stage, the
second half proved to be different. A certain
purple-shirted Timberlaner came out at the
second half with guns a-blazing, which took the
home team by surprise. He scored a hat-trick,
which brought the score from 2-0 ahead to 3-2
down. Menominee weren't going to be taken
down that easily, and a give-and-go between the
two FORMAN brothers, ALEX and JACK, led to
another goal being scored. This left the match
at all square. With two minutes to spare in time,
the purple-shirted dynamo struck yet again,
scoring a goal that left the score at 4-3 to
Timberlane. Unfortunately, Menominee had
little time to respond to the goal and full time
was called, favoring Timberlane by a goal. We’ll
get ‘em next time
Menominee!
By PARKER HEWES

Tomorrow’s Weather
83 F
PARTIALLY CLOUDY
It’s too hot to be forgetting those water bottles

The first inning was about to take place, and ROSS
FISHER managed to pull a ‘Bill Buckner’, but redeemed
himself with the hidden ball trick that caught the
Timberlaners completely off guard. The batting order was
passed through two and a half times, and the team
managed to score a total of five runs. To our advantage,
we were lucky that the pitcher representing the opposition
couldn’t quite manage a consistent throw, which meant
that all but three batters were able to walk to first base
without a swing.
When it came to being on the field, CHASE McBRIDE was
the star pitcher, and pitched some well paced balls to the
person on strike. HARRISON COPOLOFF’s efforts were
also not to be overlooked, who was both third base and
short step. During the second innings, NOAH LAZARUS
tried his best when pitching, but the score was just short
of a victory. The final score, 7-6 to Timberlane, but we’ll

definitely win next time!
By COREY REINER

The Menominee Big Hitters
The Menominee boys stepped onto the diamond of Al
Lewis with a burning passion in their eyes. They were
truly pumped up and ready, even when the Timberlane
boys were getting off their bus. Menominee was eager
and ready to play.
Getting the ball rolling was ETHAN HOTT, who led the
team by showing off great vision at the plate. He also
did a great job clearing the bases, with a grand slam at
his second strike. BRETT WEISS displayed his
pitching abilities, showing great enthusiasm and
confidence at the mound. The whole team gave a great
effort in the field and when taking to the bat. Taking
one for the team was MAX ‘BEERS’ BEERMANN, who
tanked a heater straight to his back. Good job of
continuing with the game MAX, awesome team play.
All in all, both teams had shown outstanding effort,
especially the Menominee boys. The team showed
great sportsmanship, and gained a well deserved
victory. The final score was 10-4 to Menominee, and
the guys didn’t leave without displaying their
Menominee cheers at the end of the game.
By ALEX SYKES
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